The emergence of complex phenotype is a fascinating question of evolutionary biology, and we sought to understand preadaptation which facilitated the development of complex phenotypes, in the context of bacterial metabolic network. Genes coordinated for a phenotype are likely to cluster on the same place of the genome, which so allows horizontal gene transfer (HGT) to pass the phenotype to another bacterium. But for a complex phenotype, its genes are clustered on different places of the genome cannot be transferred adaptively; it is preadaptation, which refers to adaptive transfer of a segment relevant to a complex phenotype for other purposes, that allows it later to be recruited for the complex phenotype. To search for preadaptation in the evolutionary history of E. coli, we reconstructed the ancestral genomes from various strains, identified the transferred genes, grouped them into possible transferred segments, and analyzed the gains in nutritional phenotypes corresponding to the acquisitions of segments of metabolic genes. Properties of these HGT segments inferred from data are enumerated and compared with a model of HGT, which shows that: 1) HGT segments are likely to adaptive, and segments carrying reactions essential to phenotypic gains but non-adaptive are rare; 2) the landscape of segment transfer for complex phenotypes is directional and path-dependent; 3) cooperation between HGT segments to support various nutritional phenotypes are observed to 1 be more frequent than expected, which serves as an evidence to preadaptation in the evolution of bacterial metabolic network.
Introduction
Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) allows the sharing of genes between bacteria and drives evolution (15) . When a bacterium receives a foreign DNA segment, it will have a chance to use the genes on it to solve new challenges arose due to changes in its native environment; if it works, then the segment will further spread out and get fixed in the population. Acquisition of foreign genome segments brings not only the immediate gains such as new phenotypes, but it also broadens the space of phenotype that is reachable in the next HGT event. Such expansion of reachable space is important to evolution, as it allows bacteria to preadapt to complex phenotype, i.e., phenotype whose genes are clustered in different locations on the genome, it cannot be acquired adaptively but requires multiple transfer events. Preadaptation is responsible for the development of a complex phenotype, by which the bacterium acquires segments relevant to the complex phenotype adaptively but for other purposes, until finally the originally complex phenotype is only one transfer away and can be acquired adaptively. In this study, we analyzed the adaptation of E. coli to various nutritional phenotypes; in particular, we sought to understand cooperation between transferred segments, because segment acquisition is the basic step of adaptation, and phenotypes that depends on multiple segments are likely to be complex in the first place and its development is likely to be a consequence of preadaptation.
We reconstructed the ancestral genomes and metabolic networks (14) to study preadaptation. The genes acquired by the ancestral genomes are identified and grouped into genomic segments that had possibly been transferred, based on the adjacency of genes found on the extant genomes. These genomic segments are then considered as the basic unit of HGT, as genes coordinated for a phenotype are likely to be driven to the same genomic cluster by the force of evolution (18) . The phenotypes of a metabolic network is defined based on its capability to metabolize different combinations of nutritions in using flux balance analysis (FBA) (4) , and the changes of nutritional phenotypes when one ancestral strain evolved into another is examined. For each new phenotype acquired or existing phenotype with biomass flux enhanced, parsimony FBA (pFBA, also called minimum total flux constraint) (6) is applied to determine the flux distribution, and identified the corresponding HGT segments to explain the reactions that are not inherited directly from the ancestor. In this way, the transferred segments and their phenotypes are defined, which allows us to study adaptation and preadaptation in details.
Results
We reconstructed the phylogenetic tree of 53 E. coli strains that have published metabolic networks (14) , along with 17 strains of other species that served as outgroup in the tree (see Ta- ble S1 for details of strains). The orthologous genes of these 53+17 genome sequences are mapped, 1,334 universal genes that have no paralogs are aligned, and their phylogenetic tree is constructed from the alignment (see Materials and Methods for details, and Fig S1 for the phylogenetic tree of these 70 strains). The resultant phylogenetic tree with 70 strains is rerooted into the topology that separates the 17 outgroup strains from the E. coli strains, and the entire subtree of outgroup is removed; analysis on 200 bootstrap maximum-likelihood trees shows that every internal node of the tree are supported by a bootstrap value of at least 60% (see Fig 1 for E. coli tree with bootstrap values). Each of the remaining 52 internal nodes of the 53 E. coli tree is then considered an ancestral strains, and their genomes are constructed with a maximum parsimony algorithm based on the genomes of the 53 extant strains that minimizes the number of gene gain and loss events across the phylogeny (see Materials and Methods for details of ancestral genome reconstruction). Flux balance analysis (FBA) performed on these metabolic networks over 654 nutritional environments provided in Ref (14) shows that 30 extant and 44 ancestral metabolic networks are functional, i.e., having a biomass flux greater than 1E-6, in some environments. Out of the 23 non-functional extant strains, 10 of them are expected to be non-functional in the 654 phenotypic conditions as they require the addition of extra nutrients (14) , and the remaining 13 is a result of inconsistent ortholog-reaction mapping across different metabolic models. Every pair of neighbouring ancestral or extant strains on this phylogenetic tree is considered as an evolutionary step, and hereafter if FBA is involved, then only evolutionary steps with both strains functional are considered. The genes gained and lost in each step are identified and later grouped into possible HGT segments, and FBA is performed to examine the phenotypic gains brought by the segments.
HGT segment structure derived from repeatedly co-transferred genes
We analyzed the structure of repeatedly co-transferred genes. To start with, the gain and lost history of each gene in the 52 evolutionary steps is represented by a binary vector of 104 elements, one element for gain and one for lost event in each step; if a gene is gained (lost) in Figure 1 : Phylogenetic tree of the 53 E. coli strains; the number at each clade shows its bootstrap value, and so do the colour of the branches. an evolutionary step, then the corresponding vector element 1, and otherwise 0. The score of association and avoidance of each gene pair is calculated by 1) align their vectors as a 104x2 matrix, 2) enumerate the occurrence of the four patterns (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) and (1,1) among the 104 rows, 3) calculate the p-value of the right and left tail of Fishers exact test and 4) the score of association and avoidance of a gene pair are defined as the logarithm of the p-value of the right and left tail respectively, where the more negative is the score, the stronger is the association or avoidance. We did not directly interpret this p-value as the significance of association / avoidance, which is because in Fishers exact test, it assumes that each event is independent of any other, but in our case the gain or loss of a gene in one step affects the state of that gene in the following step. Instead we compared it with a null mode for co-transferred gene pairs, which is made first by permuting the presence-absence configuration of each gene in the 53 extant strains and then constructing the ancestral genomes based on these permuted extant genomes; the distribution of score of association and avoidance for this null model is also calculated (see 
Phenotypic property of an HGT segment
Transfer of metabolic genes allows bacteria to share reactions that may lead to phenotypic gains, which can be acquisition of a new nutritional phenotype or enhancement of the biomass flux of an existing phenotype. To evaluate the gains in an HGT event, we grouped the transferred metabolic genes in different evolutionary steps into 30kb segments, and enumerated the phe-notypic gains brought by each HGT segments; they are then compared with a model of HGT.
Given a subset S of genes transferred in an evolutionary step, a possible configuration with minimal number of segments is decided in the following way: 1) identify the starting positions of the genes in all the extant genomes they are present; 2) pick a random gene g A ∈ S and put it in the picked gene set P ; 3) for each not-picked gene (represented by the set S \ P ), enumerate the possible 30kb segments in the 53 extant strains that can cover the starting position of itself and all picked genes in P ; 4) pick the one not-picked gene with the highest segment count and move add it to P ; 5) repeat step 3 -4, test each remaining not-picked gene in S \ P by enumerating the segments in the extant genomes that can accommodate itself and the picked genes, and pick the one with the highest segment count that supports its grouping with the previously picked genes; 6) when no more genes can be picked, the picked genes in P are then grouped into an HGT segment and removed from S, P is emptied (set to ∅), step 2 -5 is repeated to group another segment from the remaining genes, until every gene is assigned to a segment.
After grouping the transferred genes in an evolutionary step into minimal number of 30kb segments, FBA is applied to calculate the biomass flux in the 654 nutritional conditions (14) on the host metabolic network with one of these segments added. Consequently, by comparing the biomass flux of the metabolic network with a segment added and metabolic network without any segment added, one can deduce the acquired and enhanced nutritional phenotypes that come with each segment. Specifically, a nutritional phenotype is acquired if the biomass flux at its nutritional environment is below 1E-6 before segment addition but gets beyond 1E-6 after the addition; a nutritional phenotype is enhanced if the biomass flux is greater than 1E-6 originally and increased by more than 1% after segment addition. The benefits introduced by a segment to its host metabolic network is then quantified by the number of new metabolic genes, number of new reactions, number of acquired new phenotypes and number of enhanced existing phenotypes.
For comparison, we simulated an HGT model with real genomic segments and one with randomized segments. For every donor-recipient-pair chosen from the functional extant strains, let subset S include the complementary metabolic genes that appear only in the donor but not in the recipient; these genes are grouped into 30kb segments in the following procedure: 1) pick a random gene from S and include it in P ; 2) consider each not-picked complementary metabolic gene in subset S \ P whether it has the potential to be in the same segment with the picked genes, i.e., its starting position and that of the other picked genes can be covered by a 30kb segment on the donor genome; 3) pick one of the potential genes randomly and include it in P ; 4) repeat step 2 -3 to pick another gene from unpicked genes in S \ P ; 5) when no more genes can be picked, assign the picked genes in P to a segment, picked genes in P are removed from S, and then P is emptied (set to ∅); 6) repeat step 1 -5 on the remaining genes in S, until every gene is assigned to a segment. Going through this procedure will group the complementary metabolic genes in the donor into real genomic segments; and random permutation of the genes in these real genomic segments creates randomized segments who has the same gene number distribution but with random gene content.
This HGT model with randomized segments can serve as a null model to understand segment properties, i.e., how the number of reactions, acquired phenotypes and enhanced phenotypes are different from each other between real genomic segments and randomized segments; nonethelss it cannot serve as a null model to the number distribution of genes of a segment, and hence we considered the following scenario to derive a number distribution of genes in a segment if all genes are randomly distributed in the genome. Fig S4) ; the majority of phenotype-enhancements involve only one gene, and therefore the larger number of reactions in real segment transfers does not boost their ability in enhancing phenotypes. HGT model with real segments, it is likely to find a corresponding operon that has most of its gene orthologs, but this is not the case HGT model with randomized segments. This shows that the segments identified using our method are likely to be true operons.
Potential for a beneficial segment to be adaptively acquired
The success of incorporating a transferred segment into host genome depends on the likelihood for the metabolic pathway of the segment to connect to the host metabolic network and benefit the new host, and here let us consider how can a segment be beneficial and adaptively acquired.
Let us define a segment to be either beneficial and non-beneficial, and a beneficial segment can either be adaptable and non-adaptable. A segment is adaptable (and beneficial) to a recipient strain if the addition of the segment immediately allows the recipient to acquire new phenotypes or enhance existing phenotypes, which is favoured by natural selection in the right condition.
A segment is non-adaptable (but beneficial) if the addition of the segment does not lead to acquisition or enhancement of any phenotype, but provides some of the reactions for possible phenotypic gains and could be added with preadaptation. Finally, a segment is non-beneficial if it is not beneficial, which can happen if a segment provides reactions that already exist, reactions irrelevant to any of the 654 phenotypes considered or dead-end reactions.
We identified transferrable segments in functional extant strains, and tested each of these acquirable or enhanceable to s b if it were to receive any segments from s a ; 3) the reaction pathways of these acquirable or enhanceable phenotypes are determined using pFBA (6), with those reactions whose flux magnitude smaller than 1E-6 ignored; 4) if the segment can provide a new reaction that is also part of the reactions of those acquirable or enhanceable phenotypes, then it is nonadaptable, and otherwise non-beneficial. Fig 4 shows the probability distribution for a segment to transfer new reactions (black), transfer new phenotypes (cyan), enhance existing phenotypes (green), be adaptable (pink) and be beneficial (yellow) to a recipient. There 76% of the segments will transfer new reactions to some of the recipients, and 37% of them will always transfer new reactions to all recipients; 42% will be adaptable to some of the recipients, and 13% will always be adaptable; 46% will be beneficial to some of the recipients, 16% will always be beneficial. Fig 5 shows the probability for a segment to be adaptable if it is beneficial (adaptable + non-adaptable) to a strain. Here 8% of the segments are always non-adaptable to strains that they are beneficial to, they can never be transferred adaptively and so they cannot be the first step in the transfer of a complex phenotype; 81% of the segments are always adaptable to strains that they are beneficial to, and so can be adaptively transferred at the right environment.
Path-dependency in the multi-segment transfer of complex phenotypes
Complex phenotypes require the transfer of multiple segments, some segments can be acquired adaptively and provide phenotypic gains in a host while others cannot; these segments thus can serve as the first step in the acquisition of complex phenotype. To examine this dependency of ordering on multi-segment transfer, we considered the simplest case of path-dependence to understand the roughness of the landscape of segment transfer. For every donor-recipientpair in the HGT model with real segments, new phenotypes and enhanced existing phenotypes requiring exactly two segments are identified. All possible combination of segment pairs, using the real segments defined in the HGT model, that can give rise to the phenotype, are considered, and each of these segment pairs is classified into one of the three types: 1) both cannot be transferred adaptively to the host, 2) either one of them can be transferred adaptively and 3) both of them can be transferred adaptively to the host. Simulation shows that a complex phenotype have chances of 3.1%, 43.1%, 53.8% falling into the three categories respectively. This shows that many paths of multi-segment transfer are not adaptive and the landscape is rough.
Interaction of transferred segments
Interaction of transferred segments is a consequence of preadaptation, as the tinkering nature of evolution let the bacterium to recruit existing pathways for new phenotype. We looked for segment interaction in the data by enumerating the number of corresponding segments for the each acquired new phenotype or enhanced existing phenotype in every evolutionary step. Here, pFBA is applied to calculate the flux distribution of each of those acquired or enhanced phenotypes in each evolutionary step, and reactions in the flux distribution of a phenotype of interest that have flux magnitude greater than 1E-6 and not present at the progenitor strain of the evolutionary step are considered new reactions introduced by gene transfer, and we searched over all 30kb segments in the genomes of extant strains for a minimal number of segments that can accommodate these new reactions.
For comparison, we also considered every donor-recipient-pair formed by the functional extant strains. We took the union of the donor and recipient metabolic network and performed FBA over the 654 phenotypic environments, and by comparing the biomass flux of the union metabolic network and recipient network, the phenotypes that the recipient can acquire or enhance by receiving segments from the donor are identified. The flux distribution of the these (acquirable and enhanceable) phenotypes are found by pFBA upon the union metabolic network, and reactions with flux magnitude greater than 1E-6 and not present in the recipient are considered as necessary new reactions. The minimal number of 30kb segments of donors genome that can be transferred from the donor to the recipient to carry the required new re- fer. This analysis is repeated using a much longer segment length (500kb, see Fig S6) , and the distinction between data and HGT model, i.e., suppression of multiple segment phenotypes in data but not in model, remains. Moreover, segments drawn only from descendent extant strains instead of all extant strains are also considered, and it is still observed that phenotypic gains that can be explained by a single segment appears more than what is found in the model (see Fig   S7) .
Analysis of segment interaction within one evolutionary step in the data shows that most phenotypic gains can be explained by a single segment and use fewer segments than expected from model. However, it does not rule out the possibility that a segment acquired in the recent evolutionary step interacts with another segment acquired more than one evolutionary step ago. Therefore, we divided all the metabolic reactions of a strain according to the time they are added, i.e., some reactions are gained in the most recent evolutionary step, some in the second most recent step, and so on, and the remaining reactions that cannot be assigned to any steps are directly inherited from the most recent common ancestor (MRCA). For an acquired new phenotype or enhanced existing phenotype of each evolutionary step, we enumerated the minimal number of possible 30kb segments found in the extant strains to explain its reactions that are not inherited from MRCA, provided that reactions gained in different steps cannot be assigned to the same segment. For comparison, we also enumerated the possible 30kb segments if we were to transfer those reactions directly to the MRCA. Fig 7 shows the number distribution of segments added after MRCA to explain an acquired or enhanced phenotypes (pink) in different evolutionary steps, the number of evolutionary steps involved in segments transfer (green) and the number distribution of possible alternative segments to explain the acquired or enhanced phenotype if segments were to be added directly to the MRCA (cyan). The figure shows that 38% of the phenotypic gains are supported by multiple transferred segments, while only 19% of the phenotypic gains require multiple segments if we were free to choose segments to explain the reactions not inherited from MRCA.
Discussion Characteristic 30kb HGT segment length
The presence of a kink in the distance distribution between co-transferred gene pairs in Fig   2 serves as a cutoff for grouping genes into segments. This length scale cannot be explained by transformation, let alone by the fact that transformation is not known to be common in E. Number distribution of segments added after MRCA that correspond to a phenotypic gain (acquired or enhanced phenotype, pink), number of evolutionary steps involved in its segment transfer (green) and number distribution of possible alternative segments if we were free to choose segments to explain those reactions not inherited from MRCA (cyan). coli (7) . The driving mechanism of HGT in E. coli is transduction and conjugation, which is supported by previous studies (3, 19) , and also by the fact that 30kb is on the same order of magnitude of the capacity of bacteriophages or plasmids (2) . The length distribution of recombined segments on a genome can be compared with our distance distribution of co-transferred genepairs, as recombination is another consequence of DNA sequence acquisition, apart from gene transfer. Ref (5) gives a length distribution of recombined segments in Streptococcus pneumoniae; this distribution has a maximum length 235kb and a median 14kb, and the 30kb cutoff obtained in this study sits right at the third quartile (75%), thus our observation is consistent with other previous studies.
Genomic segments carrying reactions to transfer new phenotypes or enhance existing phenotypes are likely to be adaptively acquired Coordinated genes have been shown to be driven into cluster on genome for better coordination which later facilitates their transfer (18) , and our work investigates the benefits brought by acquisition of those clusters. Here the segments defined based on gene clusters on extant genome sequences are verified to be indeed functional units, as they can broadly match real operons provided in DOOR (11); simulation also showed that transfer of these segments brings more new reactions and new phenotypes than a null model of randomized segments. Nonetheless, real segments are also observed not doing better in enhancing the biomass flux of existing phenotypes when compared with randomized segments, which is because most enhancements require only one additional reaction, and real segments can not do better than random segments on transferring single reaction.
Our analysis showed that many beneficial segments can be transferred adaptively. Simulation on the HGT model with real segments reveals that while 54% of the segments are not beneficial to any recipients, i.e., they do not contain any reactions that are part of new or enhanced phenotypes of the recipient, the remaining 46% are beneficial to some of their recipients (Fig   4) . Beneficence does not infer adaptability, as a segment may not contain all the reactions necessary for a new or enhanced phenotype; nonetheless if we ignore the non-beneficial segments to a recipient and consider only the beneficial ones, then there is 81% chance for a beneficial segment to also be adaptable, i.e., immediately provide new phenotypes or enhance existing phenotypes.
Path-dependence nature of segment transfer for complex phenotypes
Despite the high chance for a beneficial segment to also be adaptable, the landscape of segment transfer is rough and highly path-dependent when considering the complex phenotypes.
Analysis on complex phenotypes requiring two segments reveals that, around half of the time any of the segments can be acquired adaptively by the recipient, while in the remaining cases one of the two segments cannot be acquired adaptively, and this shows path-dependency for the segment transfer that lead to complex phenotypes. It is well known that E. coli is a generalist and is preadapted for many phenotypes, and hence it can acquire many segments adaptively.
In contrast, a specialist bacterium like Buchnera aphidicola requires more than 70 reactions to transfer most phenotypes, and so only a few segments can be transferred to it adaptively; its landscape of multi-segment transfer will have stronger path-dependency, as few segments can serve as the first step in the multi-segment transfer.
Prevalence of preadaptation in the evolution of E. coli metabolic network
When a bacterium acquires a segment and develops a new phenotype, it also recruits existing genes to support the new phenotype; hence preadaptation in metabolic network can be detected by examining the interaction between segments, i.e., occasions where a phenotype which involves metabolic reactions brought by different transferred segments. Analysis shows that segment interaction is fewer than that expected from the HGT model in short evolutionary time scale (within one evolutionary step), but is more than expected from directly adding possible segments to MRCA in a longer evolutionary time scale (span multiple steps). This is consistent with the use-it-or-lose-it principle of evolutionary, because gene loss is far more likely than gene gain (13) , and hence a bacterium can either acquire one segment adaptively and benefit from the phenotypic gains, or just lose the segment without acquisition, but cannot add multiple segments at the same time since it involves non-adaptive transfer. As an example, the lineage of UM146 has acquired the uridine transporter and the uracil transporter in different HGT events to develop anaerobic metabolism that uses UDP-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine as a carbon source (Fig 8) . 
Relation to other works
Recruiting old pathways for new innovations is common to many complex systems (17) , but how is our result where roughly 40% of new phenotypes supported by multiple segment when compared with other models? Ref (12) and (16) use a toolbox model to relate the growth of metabolic pathway with the growth of metabolic phenotypes across many species, it can also calculate the probability for a newly added pathway (segment in our case) to interact with a previously added pathway. This model assumes a newly acquired pathway connects with only one existing gene in the recipient network, and so the chance of segment interaction is equal to the ratio of gene added after the MRCA. Given that there exists 743 universal metabolic genes and the average number of non-universal metabolic genes in one strain is 653, the probability to observe a new segment to depend on a previously added segment is 653/(653 + 743) = 47%, which means that segments are observed to be somewhat less likely to connect to previously added segments that expected from random connection.
Recent study has also revisited the importance of preadaptation as a non-adaptive strategy of evolution. In Ref (1) , the authors explored a space of possible metabolic networks, and pointed out that the development of one nutritional phenotype also lead to the development related nutritional phenotypes, and this non-adaptive evolution serves as the basis for the de-velopment of new metabolic phenotypes. In our work, we mined for past transfer events in the metabolic network through phylogenetic analysis, and modelled a phenotypic space by transferring real genome segments to real metabolic networks; by comparing data with model, we have demonstrated the prevalence of preadaptation, i.e., HGT segment added for one phenotype is later recruited for another phenotype, throughout the evolutionary history of E. coli metabolic network,
Give the genbank files of 53 E. coli (plus Shigella) strains and 17 sequence of similar species, the amino acid sequences of the putative genes are extracted and the gene orthologues are mapped using Proteinortho (10) with the option on synteny applied, which identified 13,138 gene families with more than one gene. The amino acid sequence of the 1,334 genes universal to 70 genome sequences are aligned using MAFFT (8) using the default option, and their phylogeny is inferred from the alignment using RAxML (20) with 200 fast bootstrap along with the PROT-CATAUTO model. This generated a phylogenetic tree that has at least 60% bootstrap support at each internal node. The 70 strains phylogenetic tree is then rerooted to group all 53 E. coli strains into the same subtree and each of the 52 internal nodes of the tree is considered as an ancestral strain. A maximum parsimony algorithm (9) is applied to each orthologous gene to determine its presence or absence in the ancestral genome from its states in the 53 extant genomes. Starting from the tip nodes towards the root, the presence or absence of a gene in a node is equal to those of its descendants if they have uniform configurations; if the number of gains is greater than losses by a threshold GAIN in its subtree, then the gene is present; if the number of losses is greater than gains by a threshold LOSS, then the gene is absent; otherwise, it is left unassigned. Finally, starting from the root, unassigned nodes are set to be absent. We determined the thresholds GAIN and LOSS to be both 0 instead of both 2 mentioned in Ref (9) to avoid continuously shrinking genomes in the ancestral strains.
We collected the gene rules of each reaction from the xml files of the published metabolic models of the 53 strains. The rules in these models are not always consistent, as for example a gene catalyzing a reaction in one model does not always carry out the same reactions in another model. Thus we compiled a universal set of gene-reaction rules based on the following criteria:
1. if a reaction is catalyzed by a gene (or a group of genes), then in the universal set it is also catalyzed by the same gene (the same group of genes); 2. if a reaction is not catalyzed by any genes in any models, then in the universal set it is not catalyzed by genes. 
